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―The biggest thing that General David Petraeus brought with the Counterinsurgency 

Manual was the introduction of the fact that you can’t kill your way to victory. No 

matter how much you might want to use military force to achieve victory, it is never 

going to be achievable by military force alone. It is going to take all the other elements 

of national power. It’s going to require governance and politics and economics and you 

have to work all these things out in coordination with the military effort. He brought in 

the idea that it’s not sufficient anymore for the military soldier to be a warrior. He’s got 

to be a part time diplomat, a part time politician, a part time engineer. That is the 

biggest change that our army since 2001 is really coming to grips with in understanding 

how critical these skills sets are (from learning languages to understanding cultures). It 

really has been a cultural change, but for the right reasons, and it has been very healthy 

for our army.‖ 

 

--General William B. Caldwell, June 2010  

 

Small Wars Journal Inquiry 

 

1. Why should the local providing of governance be a concern for the U.S. military? Why should 

the U.S. military be in the business of providing local governance? An iconic image of the latest 

book by Bing West (The Wrong War, Grit, Strategy, and the Way Out of Afghanistan) is that of 

Lt Colonel McCollough who had to assume and perform the role of the governor, police chief, 

school principal, and banker, in Nawa. 

 

2. Beginning in 2007, ―You can‘t kill your way out to victory‖ became the hallmark of a military 

organization that until then was perceived as being too conventionally minded, too kinetic and 

enemy-centric focused. Has the U.S. Military succeeded in overcoming its Jominian culture of 

being too enemy-centric and becoming more comfortable with the drinking-tea and doing 

windows side of the spectrum? Able to successfully manage both the governance building and 

war-fighting skills? Or is it in the danger of going too much to the other side of the spectrum, of 

becoming too focused on drinking-tea and doing windows (projects, shuras, economic 
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development), and so neglecting its war fighting core duties? Is this after all an impossible 

balancing act? And too confusing for a soldier trained as warrior? 

 

Dr. John Nagl, Lieutenant Colonel (ret) U.S. Army, is the President of the 

Center for a New American Security. He is the author of Learning to Eat 

Soup with a Knife: Counterinsurgency Lessons from Malaya and Vietnam and 

was on the writing team that produced the U.S. Army/Marine Corps 

Counterinsurgency Field Manual. 

 

Answer 1. U.S. Counterinsurgency doctrine, drawing heavily on work done 

by then-MG Peter Chiarelli, posits six logical lines of operation in a 

counterinsurgency campaign; as FM 3-24 notes, "Each LLO represents a 

conceptual category along which the HN government and COIN force commander intend to 

attack the insurgent strategy and establish HN government legitimacy. LLOs are closely 

related.  Successful achievement of the end state requires careful coordination of all actions 

undertaken along all LLOs."  (FM 3-24, 5-7) 

 

The end state of a successful counterinsurgency campaign is a host nation government and 

security forces that are able, with minimal outside assistance, to provide security to, and hence 

serve as the legitimate government of, the population.  Accomplishing this task requires efforts 

to kill or capture insurgents, build host nation security forces, provide essential services and good 

governance to the population, and give the population economic opportunity, all wrapped up in a 

comprehensive information operations campaign.  Only the first two of these six tasks are 

primarily military, but the United States has not properly resourced the civilian elements of our 

government to enable them to accomplish the other four tasks in combat zones--meaning that the 

task of governance will continue to fall on great Americans in uniform like Lt. Colonel 

McCollough if we are to win today's wars, and those of tomorrow, which are sadly likely to 

resemble today's. As General Frank Kitson used to say: ―In this case the problem is more 

difficult because so many of the people who will be most influential in determining success or 

failure are not in the armed forces at all. They are the politicians, civil servant, local government 

officials and police, in the area where the insurgency is taking place… (and), that may be in 

someone else‘s country. (…) Service officers must be taught how to fit together a campaign of 

civil and operational measures.‖ 

 

Answer 2. The United States military has become far more comfortable with the non-kinetic 

tasks required to succeed in counterinsurgency campaigns since the December 2006 publication 

of FM 3-24; it has proven adept at conducting a shura with village elders one minute and 

conducting high-intensity combined arms operations the next.  One of the best descriptions of 

this full-spectrum force is Bing West's new book, The Wrong War, which focuses on the Marines 

fighting furiously to clear southern Afghanistan from insurgents--and then working to hold and 

expand the security bubble they have created in order to build a better Afghanistan.  Conducting 

both sets of tasks to standard is well within the abilities of the most battle-hardened Marines and 

soldiers (and sailors and airmen) the nation has ever known; confusing as this kind of war is, our 

fighting men and women have the ability to make the right decisions about whether to shoot, 

observe, provide medical assistance, or just drink a cup of tea with the locals, depending on what 

the situation demands.  Bing and I have traveled together on battlefields in Iraq and seen just this 
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combination of agility and determination to win in the faces of our soldiers and Marines; I have 

great confidence that they will continue to demonstrate the ability to learn, adapt--and win. 

 

Dr. Douglas Macgregor, Colonel (Ret) U.S. Army, is Executive Vice 

President of Burke-Macgregor Group LLC in Reston, Virginia. 

 

Answer 1. No. To expect - or even hope - for anything remotely 

resembling English-speaking liberal democratic institutions of 

governance to emerge inside dysfunctional Islamic cultures from 

the impact of an unwanted American and European military presence is 

to seek the impossible. No Muslim likes or wants American or 

European troops policing his country, even if the foreign troops are 

more helpful, more honest, and demonstrate better intentions and capabilities than their own 

people in uniform. Any Muslim who opposes foreign forces can cloak himself in nationalism, 

patriotism, and traditional values -- even if the Muslim is simply a criminal or, in the Afghan 

case, a drug trafficker. It is why our commitment to transform Iraq and Afghanistan with military 

power has been a tragic waste of American blood and treasure, as well as a nightmare for the 

Arabs and Afghans living through it. 

 

Unfortunately, American military culture and the conduct of warfare within clearly defined 

constitutional parameters that make strategic sense have been perverted by domestic political 

interests and constituencies inside the U.S. with foreign policy goals irrelevant to American 

national security interests. These domestic interests on the Left and the Neocon Right are 

committed to the notion that the United States has a holy obligation to lead a Wilsonian crusade 

for "truth, justice, and the American way,‖ even if the serious consequences that flow from our 

ignorance of Muslim Arab and Afghan culture both cultivate new enemies and drain our 

treasury. To date, a combination of widespread American disinterest in events beyond America‘s 

borders and until recently a surplus of economic and military power supported these fools‘ 

errands in the Middle East and Afghanistan. However, this condition is changing as the 

limitations of our power (more specifically our economic and financial power) and the subtle 

realization that we live in a multi-polar world curtail these operations. 

 

Answer 2.  Armed Forces are what they do. When armies train and operate as constabulary units 

tasked to suppress or ―forcibly develop‖ Muslim insurgents hostile to a foreign military presence 

on their territory, then, these armies become paramilitary police and nation-building (COIN) 

forces, not warfighting forces. Despite the use of Air Power and special operations forces to kill 

alleged Islamist Terrorists in ―direct action missions,‖ the U.S. Army and Marine Corps are now 

constabulary forces and they are not the only services confronting this problem. Today‘s air and 

naval forces are also under enormous pressure to support the ground constabulary missions at the 

expense of their readiness to conduct effective combat operations. A Major with two tours in Iraq 

and one in Afghanistan summed up the problem that weighs heavily on the minds of many 

officers in the Army, Air Force, Navy and Marines: 

 

If we were to fight against someone who was capable and at least marginally equipped, 

we could, for the first time since the Korean War or World War II, find ourselves 

fighting on someone else's time schedule and initiative.  No one in the force today 
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knows what it is to fight on someone else's clock. If we were hit and hit hard during a 

build-up, if we faced a capable anti-air threat that knocked a few aircraft, manned or 

unmanned, out of the sky, against a naval threat that could actually threaten our surface 

combatants in coastal waters or that had a ground force that could give battle and launch 

surprise attacks of their own, our collective psyche's would be shocked, and our forces 

paralyzed.[i] 

 

To some, the prospect of confronting a truly capable enemy with the potential to destroy U.S. 

forces on foreign soil seems remote. But a decade or two can dramatically alter the relative 

military power of nation states and military alliances. 

  

When French troops returned home in 1866 from suppressing Mexican rebellions against the 

French puppet government in Mexico City, even though the puppet regime was overthrown by 

Mexican rebels the French and, indeed, most foreign observers were convinced the French Army 

was the finest in the world. After all, the French Army fighting alongside British and Turkish 

Troops against the Russians were not defeated in the Crimean War of 1853-1856. Consequently, 

the French generals who bested Arabs, Berbers and Mexicans in the decade that followed were 

celebrated in the French Press for their victories. In 1870, the Prussians destroyed this illusion in 

less than six months. 

 

Today, the potential for nation states to steal a march in military terms on the U.S. thanks to new 

technologies, organizations and concepts of warfare is actually a greater challenge today for the 

U.S. than it was for the French in the 1860s and 1870s. Military power is no longer based on the 

mass mobilization of the manpower and the resources of the entire nation-state. Conscript armed 

forces, the norm in the 19th and 20th centuries, are being replaced with professional military 

establishments inundated with expensive and potentially devastating technology that are focused 

on defending tangible, concrete state interests. 

 

In summary, American society's broader consciousness is shaped by the forces of hype and 

publicity, and the American military is now part of it. Fads like nation building with military 

power under the guise of counterinsurgency have become a way to make senior officers famous 

and contractors rich. Meanwhile, the truth is really not interesting. Few Americans care to hear 

that current operations inside the Muslim World do not involve operations against powerful 

armies, air forces or air defenses. In view of this fact, a few Americans have begun to belatedly 

ask why operations inside the Islamic World have cost more than 1.6 Trillion Dollars. Part of the 

answer is that the American military has evolved inside the nexus of big business and politics to 

become a laboratory for all kinds of social experiments at home and abroad with the result that it 

is a very confused institution. 
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Dr. Nadia Schadlow is a senior program officer in the International 

Security and Foreign Policy of the Smith Richardson Foundation. Dr. 

Schadlow‘s dissertation, ―War and the Art of Governance: The U.S. 

Army‘s Role in Military Government from the Mexican War to 

Operation Just Cause,‖ examined 13 cases of the U.S. Army‘s 

experiences with political and economic reconstruction. Dr. Schadlow is 

author of the ―War and the Art of Governance‖ (2003, Parameters, 33 

(3), 85-94). 

 

Answer 1. The United States military does not have a choice when it 

comes to establishing a baseline of governance and stability in wartime.  

It never has and it never will.  If the United States wants its military to avoid having to "concern" 

itself with governance, then it needs to get out of the business of fighting wars.  Wars fought by 

democratic and decent countries have, and will continue to involve, efforts to achieve a baseline 

of stability and order, setting the stage for a desired departure.  While there are certainly many 

legitimate political reasons why the United States might not want to intervene in a particular 

country or region, to dismiss history -- virtually every war in which the United States has fought 

has involved the military's conduct of governance -- is to continue to keep the policy community 

ill-informed about the nature of war, adding to the likelihood of poor decisions by civilian 

leaders in the future.  Libya is but the latest, starkest example of the viewpoint that somehow we 

can deploy military force absent an operational political strategy on the ground. 

 

The debates that have unfolded over the past decade about the appropriate missions of the 

American military have not focused on the character of war.  Rather, they have conflated various 

arguments, producing a picture of what we hope for, rather than helping us prepare for what the 

United States is actually getting into when it commits its military to fight.  One way to reduce the 

chances of messy, protracted interventions is to, from the outset, acknowledge that war will 

virtually always involve the need to stabilize territory.  If we have no will, no means, no plan, or 

no money to finish up that key challenge in war, then we should not commit troops in the first 

place.  Why should our soldiers bear the brunt of this ignorance? 

 

Another frequently heard argument against the "military being in the business of governance" is 

that we don't know what the future holds, thus, we shouldn't invest much in preparing to do 

governance better.  This view essentially maintains that since we can't predict the future, why 

worry too much about absorbing the lessons of the past?  This is shortsighted. Such a view 

ignores that responsible planners are in fact, trying to assess the current and future environment 

and make tough decisions about what to plan for, and how. They are examining key empirical 

trends: the unfolding of powerful political movements; the emergence of new technologies; 

demographic shifts; the development of new forms of war; and the volatility of strategically 

important states.  It is hard to imagine how any situation of future danger either within America's 

borders or outside of them, will NOT involve a potent mix of violence and politics.   In a 

disordered, violent world the ability to restore order will remain a critical requirement. 

 

The United States military is the only operational actor in war that can broker between a basic 

political settlement, the drawdown of forces, and the transition to local governance.  And while 
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bullets are flying, it is still war.  Why would we rely, predominantly, on civilians -- who are not 

trained to operate under fire -- in a warzone? 

   

The debates today would be more productive if we focused on developing the right operational 

approaches to establishing baseline governance and security; the best way to organize a 

transition, the correct mix of military and civilian actors to set the stage for local rule.  This 

would lead to victory, and peace, sooner. 

 

Answer 2. The U.S. military remains enemy centric: in the past it has fought enemies that 

employed capable conventional forces such as tanks and infantry divisions on the fields of 

Europe or in the deserts of North Africa and Iraq.  Today, it is fighting insurgent organizations 

that are hiding amongst the people, operating in the mountainous terrain, and maintaining 

headquarters in and initiating operations from dense urban areas. 

 

The strength of the American military has been and will continue to be its operational flexibility 

and the adaptability of its leaders.  Obviously the battles to defeat defending insurgent 

organizations in Fallujah, Tall Afar, or Ramadi didn‘t involve much tea drinking or ―window 

washing.‖  Nor did the initial battles for Musa Qala, Afghanistan or the recently concluded 

Operation Strong Eagle along the Pakistan border in Kunar, Afghanistan.  In these intense heated 

battles U.S. soldiers conducted combined arms, joint operations, and they employed firepower 

with discipline and discrimination.  The same units that fought in these battles shifted to 

population centric area security operations and build relationships that permitted them to 

consolidate gains as they defeated the enemy.  It is not an impossible balancing act:  the U.S. 

military has been ―balancing‖ for close to a decade now, oftentimes forced improvise to make up 

for the lack of strategic, operational and tactical preparation for this type of war. 

  

COIN, and its attention to the details of politics and reconstruction, is a corrective to the 

overwhelming focus on so-called conventional war — which, in the past, tended to ignore the 

political dimensions of war and define war as we might like it to be.  The Army‘s overall 

approach over the past several years has been to build and train a force capable of fighting across 

the full spectrum of operations. 

  

The Army has not made COIN ascendant: rather, it has adopted two important operational 

concepts that give meaning to the concept of full-spectrum operations and of the need to be 

flexible — that is, to be both soldiers and diplomats as circumstances require. Wide-area security 

involves both fighting and stabilizing — a consistent feature of the operational level of war. It is 

about consolidating tactical and operational successes so that they can be built upon and 

translated into strategic successes. Successful wide-area security makes it harder for insurgents 

to emerge and to operate. Combined-arms maneuver establishes the conditions necessary for 

attack and defense over extended distances. Both of these concepts involve skills necessary to 

fight and to stabilize. They provide the kind of flexibility, at the operational level, that will allow 

forces to gain and maintain contact with the enemy and overwhelm the enemy in tactical 

engagements.  Moreover, the Army‘s long standing concept of mission command recognizes that 

it is small unit leaders on the ground who will have to make the judgments about use of force 

based on the need to destroy the enemy while also protecting innocents.  The Army is not 
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shifting too much in one direction for another, but is acknowledging that there are political and 

military skills required along the entire spectrum of war, and it is preparing for them. 

 

The ability to fight will always require the integration of fire and maneuver and appropriate 

combinations of infantry, mobile protected firepower, offensive and defensive fires.  In close 

combat, Army units are still expected to throw enemy forces off balance, follow up rapidly to 

prevent recovery, and continue operations that destroy the enemy‘s will to fight. 

 

Overall, the question of whether or not the U.S. military - mainly the Army‘s  ―conventional‖ 

combat skills have atrophied is one that has gained considerable attention over the past few years 

and it is one that can probably be answered with much more empirical precision than it has been.  

Resources should be put toward empirically based studies that examine how and what specific 

skills are being lost. 

 

Colonel Gian Gentile is a visiting fellow at the Council on Foreign 

Relations. He most recently directed the military history program at the 

U.S. Military Academy, West Point. In 2003 he was a Brigade Combat 

Team Executive Officer in the 4th Infantry Division in Tikrit, Iraq. In 

2006, he commanded a Cavalry Squadron in the 4th Infantry Division in 

west Baghdad. He is a graduate of the Army‘s School of Advanced 

Military Studies (SAMS) and he holds a doctorate in history from 

Stanford University. 

 

Answer 1. The American military will do whatever it is told to do by its 

civilian masters. This is not an argument over policy. If the American 

military‘s civilian masters give it a political objective to do state building in Libya, or Kenya, or 

Zimbabwe, or wherever then that is exactly what we shall do.  Unfortunately in the case of 

Afghanistan the core political objective given to the American military by our President, Barrack 

Obama, is to ―disrupt, destroy, and eventually defeat Al Queda‖ in Afghanistan.  This in action 

and desired effect proves to be a rather limited political objective. Nowhere in that primary 

political objective is the task to do state building and societal transformation in the Hindu Kush.  

But the American Army (and other parts of the American Defense Establishment) with this 

limited political objective in hand, has opted for a maximalist operational approach to achieve it: 

armed state building, or most commonly referred to as a ―comprehensive counterinsurgency 

campaign.‖  It is strategic dysfunction of the first order because strategy should, if done 

correctly, consider alternatives for the use of national power to achieve policy objectives, then 

chose one that achieves these objectives in the most cost efficient manner.  What we have in 

Afghanistan today with regard to strategy is like pounding a 6 inch nail through a piece of soft 

pine wood with a jackhammer when a carpenter‘s hammer would do. There are operational 

alternatives to armed nation building in Afghanistan, but the American army‘s deadly embrace of 

the dogma of counterinsurgency has become the slayer of strategy. 

 

Operationally, the term ―providing of governance‖ should send out warning signals at high pitch.  

To be sure the American military can occupy and govern (and has done this quite effectively in 

history: the Philippine War, World War II).  But in the counterinsurgency mindset of today 

―providing governance‖ implies that through the provision of governance, along with providing 
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other services like local security forces, infrastructure, economic improvement, etc (in effect 

building the institutions of a modern state) will come a ―winning of the allegiance‖ of the local 

population over to our side and that of the government we are supporting.  General Carter 

summed this mindset up best when he said that counterinsurgency (or armed state building) is a 

battle to win the ―argument in the mind‖ of the local population.  The problem with this 

operational approach is that it doesn‘t work.  It has not worked in the past, nor did it work in 

Iraq, nor is it working today in Afghanistan, nor can we expect it to work in the Maghreb in the 

near future. 

 

Yet there are already demands to do just that in Libya.  Retired army general James Dubik is 

calling for a ―nation building‖ force in Libya that would include a significant contribution by the 

United States. Neoconservative writer Max Boot argued that the United States needed to be 

prepared to do "our part" in a UN peacekeeping effort to prevent a post Gaddafi Libya from 

being taken over by "terrorists." Both of these propositions are codes for Afghanistan version 2. 

 

To be sure armed nation building done by the United States in foreign lands can work, but it 

would take a generational effort, not merely years.  But then of course good strategy should kick 

in and determine if such an effort is worth the cost in blood and treasure.  It is hard to imagine 

where such an effort would be commensurate with our vital interests in the world. 

 

Answer 2.  ―You can‘t kill your way out to victory‖ or derivations of that phrase has been one of 

the most pernicious, damaging, and really quite mindless expressions to come out over the last 

four years with the rise of the Coindinistas and the counterinsurgency movement.  Of course you 

can ―kill your way to victory;‖ it just depends on how one defines ―victory‖ through strategy.  If 

―victory‖ comes to be defined as an attritional approach to suppress an insurgency or instability 

somewhere in the world then why cant we ―kill our way‖ to that objective?  Yet the intellectual 

straightjacket of Coin has convinced folks that the only, only, way to defeat an insurgency is 

through focusing on the political aspects of an insurgency, and solving/resolving those political 

problems through armed state building. 

 

Last year a senior American flag officer touted how the counterinsurgency movement had 

transformed the American Army into an innovative, and learning and adapting institution.  It has 

not, instead Counterinsurgency has taken all of the bad traits that the American Army had 

developed in the 1980s and 1990s and made them worse. 

  

You ask if we have overcome our ―Jominian culture‖. To be sure one could argue that in the 

1980s and 1990s the American Army was Jominian in the sense that it isolated itself within its 

own comfort zone of tactics and operations.  Since Jomini also thought that once the political put 

war into action, the military took over from there and politics should be left out of the fighting, 

there was no connection.  This to be sure was anti-Clausewitzean and wrongheaded thinking at 

its worse.  But it did reflect the American Army‘s mindset of the 80s and 90s.  However, within 

its world of tactics and operations the American Army was one premised on combined arms 

warfare.  Certainly there were transformations within that army (e.g., those suggested by Doug 

Macgregor in ―Breaking the Phalanx‖ and ―Transformation Under Fire‖) that needed to occur.  

But the fact is that that Army could fight, and proved that it could in Panama, the Gulf War, and 

the invasion of Iraq in 2003.  Now, thanks to the rule bound, straight jacket of counterinsurgency 
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the Jominian culture has permeated our tactical and operational world as well.  We have become 

an army that has mastered the programs and procedures of population centric counterinsurgency, 

but have lost the ability to do combined arms operations beyond the small unit level. This is not 

to take away from the fighting prowess of our combat men today in Afghanistan and the rough 

fight that they are in now. Yet Simple and profound proof of the Jominian straightjacket of 

counterinsurgency is to view nearly any commander‘s briefing slide from Afghanistan and one 

will find the immutable rule that the ―population must be protected‖ or that the ―population is the 

center of gravity.‖  Clausewitz said that a center of gravity is something to be discovered; now 

however the dogma of counterinsurgency has done the discovering for us. 

 

Colonel Robert Cassidy, ISAF Joint Command. Colonel Robert M. Cassidy, 

U.S. Army, is a member of the Royal United Services Institute and is currently 

serving at the U.S. Naval War College. Cassidy has Master‘s degrees in 

international relations and diplomacy from Boston University and the Fletcher 

School of Law and Diplomacy. 

 

Answer 1. The ―business‖ which the U.S. has charged its military to undertake 

is denying al Qaeda sanctuary and denying the Taliban the ability to overthrow 

the Afghan Government.  Corollary objects are to reverse the Taliban momentum; to build the 

capacity of the Afghan National Security Forces, and to undermine the insurgency to a level at 

which the Afghans can manage it.  The goal is a durably stable Afghanistan, inhospitable and 

prohibitive as sanctuary for al Qaeda and others of its ilk.  Rendering the Taliban ineffective 

requires winning the control and influence of the key population areas.  The Taliban aim to drive 

a wedge between the people and the government by exploiting grievances related to a lack of 

security, justice, and representation.  The Taliban employ intimidation, violence, and murder to 

control the populace.  This was especially helpful to the insurgency during its resurgence in the 

middle of the last decade, when ‗security vacuum‘ was an apt description for large areas of the 

country. 

 

The campaign in Afghanistan is driving Taliban influence out of key areas by partnering and 

improving the Afghans‘ capacity for security and governance.  The Afghans and the coalition 

forces are wresting and denying Taliban control and influence in about one-fourth of the 

country‘s districts, the ones which constitute key population densities.  This is essential to 

achieving durable stability and security.  Alienated populations, increased instability, and 

Taliban control of key areas, will not ensure that Afghanistan is resilient enough to withstand 

challenges after the Coalition presence diminishes over time.  To simplify but clarify how this 

campaign is proceeding, there are two fundamental questions to pose:  1) Do the Afghan 

Government forces and the coalition forces control more areas today than they did in December 

2009?  And, are the Afghan National Security Forces bigger and better than they were in 

December 2009? 

 

Stability in Afghanistan derives from local security and acceptable local governance which meet 

the expectations of the people and elicit their support.  Contrary to Western notions, government 

and governance are not necessarily the same in rural Afghanistan.  Afghans have historically 

maintained social order and security locally.  This is consistent with Afghanistan‘s character and 

is the best way to mobilize the Afghans against the Taliban.  Counterinsurgency, in Afghanistan 
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and elsewhere, necessarily means that the objective is the four inches between the ears of the 

people.  The Government must mobilize the people better then the insurgency to succeed.  

America‘s military in Afghanistan is really ―in the business‖ of ensuring that fanatical 

movements inimical to the security of America and its friends do not regain control of the 

country. 

 

Answer 2.  The U.S. military‘s general purpose and special operations forces are in the best 

posture for fighting in the last three decades.  One might even reasonably assert that America 

currently benefits from the best-led, the best-equipped, and the most seasoned military forces, 

since World War II.  The war in Afghanistan, moreover, sees an unprecedented degree of 

collaboration and synergy between Afghan and Coalition conventional and special operations 

forces, and among the variously purposed special operations units.  Bifurcating 

counterinsurgency into contrasting approaches, which either focus on the enemy or focus on the 

population, is a specious proposition in this era.  Successful counterinsurgency requires the 

ruthless pursuit, capture, and killing of core insurgent leaders, as well as the diligent and 

circumspect protection of the preponderance of the people.  The latter seek only to see their 

expectations managed with minimal but sufficient security and justice.  Balancing moral 

rectitude and precise lethality is a sine qua non of counterinsurgency. 

 

On the ground in places like Arghandab, Panjwa‘i, and Zharey, this manifests itself as a 

relentless and overmatching combination of lethal, non-lethal, direct action, indirect action, and 

general security operations, to protect most of the populace.  This is underway at a good pace in 

places where combined forces are concentrating their strengths in Afghanistan.  Comprehensive 

and concentrated counterinsurgency, with concerted action, combining Marines, Coalition, 

Afghan, and special operations forces, has also reversed the momentum very discernibly along 

the length of the Helmand River since 2010.  The reality there has changed from night to day, 

from fear and loathing, to trust and hope.  In essence, the operating forces, by cooperating more 

effectively in the same areas, have gotten much better both at killing the Taliban who need to be 

killed, and at protecting the Afghans whom the combined forces are obligated to protect. 

 

U.S. military doctrine now equally weighs irregular operations with those related to regular, or 

conventional, operations.  Certainly, this was not always the case.  This relative parity is a 

paradigm change and it is a recognition that conflict in this era comprises more than 

conventional combat between similarly arrayed and armed opponents.  U.S. forces must 

increasingly operate effectively in environments which see compounded threats, requiring more 

artful mixes of both lethal and non-lethal actions to restore security and to remove the catalysts 

for violence.  The lamentable outcome of Vietnam generally led the American military to eschew 

thinking about insurgencies.  Because the mainstream American military perceived Vietnam as 

anathema, the hard earned experience fighting guerrillas there was neither embedded nor 

preserved in the U.S. Army‘s institutional culture.  Thus, the American military culture‘s efforts 

to exorcise the specter of the Vietnam War prevented its institutions from really learning from 

that war, until after this current war began.  The U.S. military did not begin to resolve this gap in 

knowledge and doctrine conspicuously well until late 2003. 

 

The U.S. military in the last decade has adapted to counterinsurgency in contact, learning how to 

partner and how to defeat insurgents once more, from almost a decade of fighting against 
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irregulars.  Indeed, the U.S. military has adapted at great costs in sacrifice and treasure to the 

exigencies of counterinsurgency.  However, the disadvantages that the American military 

accrued to itself by embarking in 2001 on an unanticipated long irregular war characterized by 

multiple counterinsurgencies, still encumbered by a deeply embedded conventional war culture, 

were significant temporally:  military cultural change requires five to ten years; it generally 

requires about eight to 12 years to prevail in counterinsurgency; and the U.S. domestic political 

cycle exhibits a fickleness every four or eight years.  Time is everything when a democracy 

wages protracted irregular warfare.  Iraq was a very closely run struggle and its ultimate outcome 

is yet to be determined.  There is now reason for being judiciously sanguine about Afghanistan 

but the earlier paucity of thought, doctrine, and experience in defeating insurgencies, or about 

Afghanistan in general, saw too many years of discovery and missteps.  The military must be 

more than a one-trick pony, supple and versatile enough to succeed in regular wars, irregular 

wars, or wars that compound aspects of both.  Those forces which can adapt with the greatest 

celerity will prevail.  In the end, it will come down to leaders who can think critically and 

embrace heterodoxy, not orthodoxy. 

 

Celeste Ward Gventer is Associate Director at the Robert S. Strauss Center 

for International Security and Law.  Previously, she was Senior Defense 

Analyst at the RAND Corporation.  Prior to joining RAND, she was the 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Stability Operations Capabilities 

in the Office of the Secretary of Defense from August 2007 – January 2009. 

She joined DoD from her second tour in Iraq, where she served for all of 

2006 as the political-military advisor to the MNC-I commander, GEN Peter 

W. Chiarelli. 

 

Answer 1. The U.S. military has done an admirable job coping with the difficult and ambiguous 

situations into which it has been placed in two wars that will yield, under the most generous 

assumptions, mixed strategic returns to the nation. Less than one percent of the American 

population has borne this burden year after year for a decade. But to take the adaptations this 

force has made out of exigency and transform them into policy would be deeply misguided. 

 

Why would the U.S. military need to be in the business of providing governance? Advocates 

would answer, as John Nagl has, that future wars are ―sadly likely to resemble today‘s,‖ and that 

because the U.S. government has not resourced civilian agencies to conduct the task, it will fall 

to the military. 

 

This confident assertion about the nature of future conflict ignores the long history of such 

predictions: they are almost always wrong, especially when they straight-line the present into the 

future. 

 

More importantly, this argument has an unsettling and somewhat irrational foundation: our 

government will fail us. It will fail to provide resources to civilian agencies to conduct civilian 

tasks, yet it will nonetheless blunder into future nation-building operations and have to lean on 

the military to plug the gap. While a cynic might subscribe to this inevitability, assuming that 

future leaders will fail to make strategically coherent decisions is an odd basis for policy and 

force structure. 
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If advocates truly believe that the U.S. will be compelled to provide ―governance‖ in far-flung 

lands in the future, should they not instead expend their energies persuading Congress and the 

Executive Branch to fund the creation of actual civilian experts in this area, rather than continue 

to burden an organization whose purpose and expertise is something else entirely?  Putting aside 

for the moment what exactly it is we mean by the term, ―governance,‖ (which merits a deep 

debate and discussion on its own), perhaps all the passion and advocacy for turning the military 

into a nation-building organ might be more productively diverted to encouraging the creation of 

real civilian expertise in this area. Would this not, in fact, be a more rational position? 

 

After all, what qualifies the U.S. military to ―provide local governance‖?  Nations raise armies to 

become experts in the conduct and management of violence.  The military is a profession, with a 

specific domain of expertise. What claim can they realistically make to the domain of expertise 

that is ―governance‖? Is the proposition that any 18-year-old enlistee, or for that matter a field-

grade officer, knows how (or can be taught in a few months) to govern a village, a city, or a 

province in a foreign country whose language they do not speak and whose people they do not 

understand? 

 

Yet the tasks for the military do not seem to end there, as many believe that the military should 

also develop competency in virtually every aspect of modern life – government, economics, 

school administration, electrical grids, sewage systems, oil pipelines, and even Anthropology – 

as if every soldier can and should become a polymath of stunning breadth because, ―no one else 

will do it.‖ 

 

This is a little like arguing that if the nation labors under a surfeit of lawyers but has too few 

surgeons, with a little training and a pair of scrubs, those excess J.D.s can be diverted to waiting 

operating rooms.  A few of these legal minds may pull off impressive acts of derring-do and 

perform surgeries, just as many soldiers and Marines have found ways to succeed in areas far 

outside their portfolio.  But that does not make it a good or rational policy. 

 

Others have pointed to the absurdity of expecting the military to become expert at manifold 

fields far beyond their remit.  In a critique of FM 3-24, the Network of Concerned 

Anthropologists notes: 

 

―According to the manual, the military staffs and in some measure personnel at all 

echelons are supposed to gather data in their area of operations on the local peoples‘ 

social structures, cultures, institutions and organizations, groups and the relationships 

between them, languages, myths, systems of authority and power, values, social 

networks, historical charters, beliefs (―core,‖ ―intermediate,‖ and ―peripheral‖), 

symbols, ceremonies, ideologies, categories of thoughts, codes of behavior, norms, 

taboos, etc., etc.  Fact is, it would take many anthropologists with years of training and 

even more fieldwork to do this, by which time pretty much everything would be 

different, especially at the tactically relevant level of appearances.‖ 

 

The same argument would certainly apply to economics, infrastructure improvements, 

democratic development, and yes, governance. 
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But there is a more central question lurking here, and that is why the U.S. should be governing 

other countries – whether by military or civilians – anyway.  What national interest is generating 

this imperative? 

 

The intellectual foundations of modern American nation building are wearing thin. The notion 

that ―ungoverned areas‖ present a significant threat to the country is asserted by the use of one 

example (and even that example has problems): Afghanistan before 2001.  There is simply no 

compelling strategic rationale for the U.S. to be governing and building other states. 

 

Moreover, the U.S. can no longer afford to spend billions of dollars a day building states on 

distant continents while its own society crumbles at home. The era of large-scale, American 

military-led nation building is coming to a close.  Not a moment too soon. 

 

Answer 2. ―You can‘t kill your way to victory‖ is an example of the U.S.‘s recent proclivity to 

run wars by aphorism.  Too much of the dialogue on American ―strategy‖ in Iraq and 

Afghanistan has been conducted through the use of catchy slogans, maxims, insider argot, and 

shibboleths. The examples abound: ―clear, hold, and build,‖ and ―protect the population,‖ and 

―the people are the prize,‖ etc.  Too often such phrases have substituted for a close examination 

of U.S. strategy, goals, costs, and trade-offs. Sadly, the part of the phrase in question that merits 

the greatest focus – victory – receives the least attention. 

  

Indeed, the tragedy of the last decade (and maybe longer than that) is that doctrine devoured 

strategy.  Far too much discussion among the military and strategic community was focused on 

the ―how‖ of fighting Iraq and Afghanistan (―kinetic‖ and ―enemy-centric‖ versus 

―counterinsurgency‖ and ―population-centric‖), instead of what the U.S. was seeking to 

accomplish, at what cost, and why it was important.  It is hard to find satisfying answers to those 

questions still today. 

 

Contrary to popular legend, the U.S. military was not ―conventionally minded‖ or ―too kinetic‖ 

before 2007.  This notion has been purveyed as part of the morality play of the surge in Iraq.  I 

spent the entire year of 2006 living and working in Iraq, visiting battalions and brigades in cities 

all over the country as an aide to the operational commander in theater.  There were almost no 

units that were not doing economic development, community engagement, and, for lack of a 

better term, governance. As others like COL Gentile have pointed out before, the differences 

between what the U.S. did before and after the surge are far less dramatic than advertised. 

 

There is already evidence that at least some of the American military‘s combat skills have eroded 

over the last decade, and we should expect nothing else.  The pace of deployments to Iraq and 

Afghanistan still makes it difficult to train soldiers in anything but the tasks for the coming 

deployment.  The result of the last ten years is a tired Army and Marine Corps, worn out 

equipment, and many skills eroded in branches such as Field Artillery and Armor.  Large-scale 

live fire exercises and gunnery have been all but replaced by cultural awareness classes; many 

captains and even some majors in these branches have ridden only MRAPs or Humvees to tea-

drinking engagements. The consequences of this are negligible at the moment (at least for policy 

wonks and Beltway denizens, if not for military members and their families), but world events 
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have a way of surprising us.  What was unimaginable by all the experts yesterday is often reality 

tomorrow (who predicted six months ago that the Egyptian autocracy would crumble at the 

hands of a popular uprising?).  The U.S. would almost certainly find itself unprepared if 

challenged by a real fighting force today, as Doug Macgregor points out.  To paraphrase a former 

Service Secretary, I am sure the North Koreans are quaking in their boots at our 

counterinsurgency skills. 

 

The real challenge today is not to find ―balance‖ between fighting skills and counterinsurgency 

skills in our military forces.  It is for our leaders and institutions to take a clear-eyed and 

unsentimental look at genuine American interests in the world, our financial capabilities, and 

adopt a serious strategy that will protect this nation from real foreign foes but also from national 

penury.  In the last decade, our institutions have utterly failed at this task.  We are left only to 

hope that they can muster the energy and courage to grasp this nettle…and soon. 
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